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OBJFCTIVE OF PROJECT GABRIEL 

1. The objective of Project GABRIEL is the study of the probable 
effects, with particular reference to the inhabitants of affected 
regions, of the !all-out of radioactive materials from the use of 
nuclear weapons in warfare. Depending upon the conditions under 
wt~ich such weapons are used, the major interest may lie in t..~e 
short range contamination from the use of a single weapon or in 
t.11e number of weapons required to produce levels of contamination 
hazardous to the population of a major area. 

2. 'lhe terms "short range" and ttlong range" as used in this dis
cussion rofer to time, although in general short range hazards 
will occur at relatively small distances from points of detonation. 
A larr,e fraction of the dust (or water) swept up by the detonation 
of a nuclear weapon characteristically falls out in a limited area 
at some distance downwind from the point of detonation. The dis
tance, size, and average level of radioactivity of this area will 
depend upon the altitude of detonation, characteristics of the 
weapon, and meteorological conditions. '!he S1ort range hazard 
from a single event of this nature is due to the high levels of 
radiation from t.'1e fall-out during- the first several hours or 
days after deposition, and may occur at distances of several scores 
of miles from the point of detonation. Long range problems are 
associated with the possibility of occurrence, over periods of 
months or years, of hazardous quantities of long-lived radioactive 
materials in the eeneral food supply. Such a problem might result, 
on a local scale, from t.11.e intensive use of surface weapons over 
a few thousand square miles of area. However, the long range 
problem which has received the moat consideration is t.~at of eval-
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ua ting t.'1.e hazard from the use of large numbers of weapons under 
conditions such that ~'1.e radioactive debris would be spread 
generally over a large fraction of a continent or, perhaps, over 
a large fraction of the eart.11' s surface. 

3. 

STA 'IUS OF 'JP E PROJY:.CT 

'Ihe program involves the following phasess 

a. Probable distributions of fall-out from a single event 
or from a small number of closely related events under 
various conditions; 

b. Long range behavior of fall-out .from mu1 tiple events; 
and 

c. Evaluation of health hazards resulting from radioactive 
fall-out under the range of conditions which may be an tici
pa ted from actual warfare. 

4. Several programs currently supported by the Division of Biol
ogy and Medicine were initiated 3pecifically to supply in!or~.ation 
on the distribution and probable effects of radioactive fall-out 
from nuclear detonations. 'lhese includes 

a. Studies of environmental effects of continental tests 
by the Atomic Energy Project at the University of California 
at Los Angeles, started at the Trinity test site in 1947 and 
extended to include the Nevada Proving Grounds; 

b. Monitorinr, of ~~e radioactivity of tall-ou~ from weapons 
tests at approximately 100 !Jtations in the United States 
and 70 stations outside the United States; 

c. A theoretical study by Rand Corporation of the probable 
physical behavior of fall-out under conditions of interest; 
and 

d. Studies of the occurrence in soils, vegetation, dairy 
products, ani::ials and humans of strontium 90 and other 
fission products from nuclear weapons tests. Principal 
participants are identified in Paragraph 9. 
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5. 'Ihe A tor.de Fnergy Project of the University of California 
at I.os Angeles has, in connection with the several series of 
tests at the !levada ?roving Grounds, studied the occurrence of 
radioactive materials in soils, plants and small animals taken 
within a radius of one or two hundred miles of the test site. 
'Ihese studies are supplemented by laboratory investigations of 
t.'tte uptake by plants of radioactive materials from soils con
taining fall-out from the test site, of the inhalation by small 
animals of radioactive dusts from the test site, and of related 
subjects. 

6. Rand Corporation was given a contract in 19.52 to make a 
theoretical study of those aspects of GABRIEL which, on the 
basis of available information, are amenable to such study. 
Their principal effort has been aimed at predicting probable 
tall-out from a single detonation under various conditions of 
use. A complete report on this phase of their studies is 
expected about January 1954. 

7. !tand' s primary contribution to the long range aspects of 
GABRil'L has been related to the organization of a conference 
in July 1953 to provide a critical review of the entire project 
by qualified personnel in related fields, and to the writing 
of a report on the conference. '!he final version of this report 
is complete. 

8. At t.'1e 195.3 Rand Conference, the code name 5UU5HINE was 
adopted to identify that portion of Project GABRIEL dealing 
with direct sampling of the occurrence of strontium 90 as the 
result of weapons tests. 

9. or the radioisot.opes resulting from the detonation of 
nuclear weapons, strontium 90 appears to be ori tical in the 
determination of hazardous long range a·rrects. An explora
tory sampling of the occurrence of strontium 90 in humans, 
animals, milk, vegetation and soils is in progress. 'Ihrough 
the cooperation of the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. s. Depart
ment of Agriculture, samples of soil, vegetation, milk and 
animals fro:r.i selected areas of the Unitea States and samples 
of soil and vegetation from several foreign countries are being 
obtained. Human samples a.re being obtained through individual 
arrangements with hospi ta.ls and practicing ?lysicians. 
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10. Assays of the materials sampled for strontium 90 are being 
made by r<r. F. Libby of the University of Chicago, by J. L. Kulp 
of Columbia TJni vcrsi t;:r, and by the New York Operations Office 
of the TJ. :-3. Atomic ''.nergy Commission. Studies of other char
acteristics of the samples bearing on the soil-plant-animal 
relationships involved are being made by t..'1e New York Operations 
Office, the Department of Agriculture, and others. It is expec
ted that these studies will contritute to JABRIEL in the follow
ing ways: 

a. Actual samples of the present human content of 
strontium 90 from some 40 detonations of nuclear 
devices urider partially known conditions will add to 
the confidence w1 th which one can estimate orders of 
ma.gni tude of human uptake from. other devices detonated 
under similar conditions. In ~eneral it will be 
difficult or impossi'.Jle to evaluate the relative con
tribu lions of in di vi dual. de tona t:ions. 

b. Correlation w:i. th fall-out data and with the 
results of controlled experimental studies will 
nermi t. better Astirna tes of quantities of material 
..r.:1ich may be hazardous under the various conditions 
which may be anticipated in nuclear warfare. 

'Ihe extent to which actual sanpling of strontium 90 is desir
able can be determined only on the basis of results from t.11.e 
exploratory program now in progress. 

11. Althou~h a reliable estimate of the present distribution 
of strontium 90 will represent a substantial contribution to 
GABRIEL, additional info!'!T.ation is needed to permit reliable 
estimat€s of chanfes in availability for human uptake as a 
function of time a."ld of biological effects as a function of 
dose and of dose rate. Studies of radioto:;dcity have contin
ually constituted an important phase of the research program 
of the Division of nioloey and ~cdicine, but at present, aspects 
of particular interest to GABRIEL are being augmented and em
phasized. 

12. ~he first studies of the long range aspects of Project 
Gabriel were undertaken in 1949 for the Atomic Energy Commis
sio:i by- Dr. Nicholas ~;r.rl. th, a theoretical physicist. then at the 
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Oak P..idge National Laboratory. 'is revised e stir..a te (::Iove:nber, 
1951) stated faat the number of nor:rinal atocic bombs required 
to reach let~al levels of residual ra~oactivity on 10% of L~e 
eart.'1' s surface "is in t.'1.e order of lcP under expected circum
stances. 'D.1is estimate ria.y be 100 times too low or 10 times 
too high." Lif'.'i tations in our knowleC.:ge of the physical and 
biolo6ical properties of the radioactive products of a nuclear 
weapon, tog€-U1er vri th in.'1.erent uncertainties as to the condi
tions w:1ic!'1 might be involved in the use of such a weapon, 
inpose a high degree of uncertainty on estimates of this nature. 
7fnile continuing studies are increasing our knowledge of the 
behavior and effects of the radioactive materials involved, the 
range of :rnowrf possibili tics of design and use of nuclear 
weapons is continuing to broaden, adding to the unavoidable 
uncertainties inherent in predicting the results of their 
exten3ive use. The present stage of studies does not justii'y 
nm'l ::mmerical estimates of the pos;:,ible long range eff ecta of 
the ·1se of :arce nu..."lbers of wcapon3. :' mrnver, the trend of 
results ind.lea tes t:-;.a t to prodt:cc ~1crious hazards over a larr,e 
fraction 'Jf t:w earth's surface, a :m..1tl:::or la.I'fer than t+iat 
estL1a tetl by Dr. 'Jmi fa would be required. 

13. In the event ~~at GA3RIFL develops a substantial basis 
for a:::pra11cnsion concerning the lon"" rruic;e effects of strontiun 
90 in the enviromient as a reBt:l t of :mclcar warfare, it may 
becor:ie desirable to in:Ltiate furtlier projects to stud:r mean:::i 
o:f minintlzing che hazards fro:r.i such occurrence -- as for 
exa:nple, reallocating affected areas to iJ1e production of 
foodstui':'s less inclined to utilize strontium (c.g. 1 seed 
crops rafoer than dairy products), or development of method:> 
to :n.in::l.'."'J.ze uptake of stront.ium by plants as by liming. 
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